Route Description to Storage Expo and Infosecurity.be, Brussels Kart
At 23 & 24 March 2005, Infosecurity.be and Storage Expo takes place at the Brussels Kart. The
Kart is located on the E40 Oostende- Brussel and the Ring around Brussel, exit BrusselKoekelberg, zone Gosset.
•

From the direction of Antwerpen:
E19 towards Brussels/Gent
Stay on the E19 towards Brussels/Mechelen (on this sign there is also
Lier/Mortsel/Berchem)

Follow the signs Bergen/Charleroi E19 – Gent E40 – Expo Heysel (the exhibition is not
in Heysel Expo!)

Then follow the round way arround Brussels; you can take two exits. Exit 10 and Exit 11
(11 is the most easiest way).
Exit 10:

- After you have taken this exit stay on to the left lane and follow the signs Zellik/Groot
Bijgaarden.
- Then cross the road and take the first left, sign Groot bijgaarden (Industrial
zone)/Zellik.
- Take the first road to the right and drive towards the roundabout, on the roundabout
follow the sign Groot bijgaarden (industrial zone)/Zellik again.
- At the second roundabout go straight on, follow the sign Zellik/Groot Bijgaarden (N9)
- At the T-junction with the Volvo Garage at your right, you go right.
- After the traffic lights stay right and follow the way to the right.
- Drive straight on and follow the signs Koekelberg/Groot-Bijgaarden N9b,
- Drive straight on and after you passed the viaduct, you have to take the first way to
the right.
- After about 100m. you will arrive at Brussels Kart Expo Centre.

Exit 11:

- After you have taken the exit at Brussel/Koekelberg you have to take exit 21
Asse/Zellik/Groot-Bijgaarden (industrial zone) N9
- Drive on and follow the signs to Groot-Bijgaarden/Zône Gosset.
- Take a left before the viaduct
- In about 100m. you will reach the Brussels kart Expo Centre.
•

From the direction of Gent / Oostende:
When you get near Brussels follow the signs of;

DO NOT FOLLOW THE SIGNS TO EXPO CENTER!!
- Drive on untill you can take Exit 21 to, Groot-Bijgaarden (industrial zone)/Asse/Zellik
N9. Take this Exit.
- Drive on and follow the signs; Groot-Bijgaarden/zône Gosset.
-Take a left before the viaduct
- In about 100m. you will reach the Brussels kart Expo Centre.

WARNING: Infosecurity.be does

NOT take place in the Brussels Expo / Heizel!

Infosecurity.be, Brussels Kart

The address of the exhibition hall:
BRUSSELS KART
A. Gossetlaan 11
1702 Groot-Bijgaarden
Belgium
Tel: +32 (0)2 4672800
To find more details about Brussels Kart, please visit: http://www.brusselskartexpo.be.

